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Swift is the future?



That’s a shock!



Futures are the future?



That’s a shock!



Let’s take a step back…



How do we handle 
asynchronous results?



delegates 
blocks 
NSOperation



The problem with delegates

can only have one 

have to have a create and retain an 
object 

not composable



The problem with blocks:

nested callback hell (no composition) 

hard to unwind or change control flow 

execution strategy tied to logical 
operations



The problem with 
NSOperation:

no input 

no output 

BUT… dependencies!



Enter Futures!



A future is “an object that acts as a proxy for a 
result that is initially unknown, usually because 
the computation of its value is yet incomplete”



asynchronous 

composable 

‘sequential’ 

separate logic from execution details



It’s a type of collection



0-1 0-n

synchronous/
immediately Optional Array

asynchronous/
eventually Future Stream



let s: Optional<String> = "test" 
let t = s.map({$0.lowercaseString}) 
!
let a: Array<String> = ["test", "test2"] 
let b = a.filter({countElements($0) < 5})



0-1 0-n

synchronous/
immediately Optional Array

asynchronous/
eventually Future Stream



NSStream, anyone?



How about ReactiveCocoa?



PS there’s actually a Future 
in iOS 8…



NSAsynchronousFetchResult



But are Futures just better 
NSOperations?



Somewhat, but we can treat 
them as normal collections



APIOp *apiOp = [APIOp opWithBlock:^() 
{ … }]; 
NSOperation *mapOp = [NSBlockOperation 
blockOperationWithBlock:^() { 
  (NSString *)apiOp.result … 
}]; 
[mapOp addDependency:apiOp];

vs
let api: Future<String> = ApiOp.get() 
let mapping: (String -> String) = … 
api.map(mapping)



Enough context, what about 
details?



Objective-C Implementations

PromiseKit 

RxPromise



UIActionSheet *sheet = [[UIActionSheet alloc] 
initWithTitle:…]; 
!
PMKPromise *val = [sheet promise]; 
!
PMKPromise *img = val.then(^(NSNumber *index){ 
    int size = (index + 1) * 100; 
    return [NSURLConnection GET:@"http://
placekitten.com/%d/%d", size, size]; 
}); 
!
img.then(^(UIImage *kittenImage){ 
    self.imageView = image; 
});



Swift implementations

swift-promises 

PromiseKit.swift 

RxSwift (ReactiveCocoa 3.0)



We can do it better in Swift



How?

trailing closure syntax (maybe) 

optionals 

generics



How should we use a 
future?



let futureName: Future<String> = getName() 
!
let nameWithDefault = 
futureName.recover({(error: NSError) -> 
String in "Unknown"}) 
!
let lowercaseName = 
futureName.map({$0.lowercaseString}) 
!
let user = lowercaseName.flatMap({(name: 
String) in fetchUser(name)})



But when will anything 
actually get resolved?



That’s a very good question!



Lazy evaluation?



myFuture.get()



A note on implementation



map<B>(body: A -> B) -> ?? 
!

Future<A> -> Future<B>?



public func then<U>(body:(T) -> U) -> 
Promise<U> { 
  switch state { 
    … 
    case .Pending: 
      return Promise<U>{ (fulfiller, rejecter) in 
        self.handlers.append { 
          switch self.state { 
            case .Rejected(let error): 
              rejecter(error) 
            case .Fulfilled(let value): 
              dispatch_async(q) { 
                fulfiller(body(value())) 
              } 
            case .Pending: 
              abort() 
          } 
        } 
      } 
}



How to get started

Grab a library 

Find some async mess 

Think functionally? 

Sort it out!



Thanks!
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